We revisit quantum state preparation of an oscillator by continuous linear position measurement. Quite general analytical expressions are derived for the conditioned state of the oscillator. Remarkably, we predict that quantum squeezing is possible outside of both the backaction dominated and quantum coherent oscillation regimes, relaxing experimental requirements even compared to groundstate cooling. This provides a new way to generate non-classical states of macroscopic mechanical oscillators, and opens the door to quantum sensing and tests of quantum macroscopicity at room temperature.
Measurements are widely used to prepare quantum states, with applications ranging from quantum computing [1] , to quantum sensing [2, 3] and the fundamentals of quantum mechanics [4] . Continuous measurement of the position of a mechanical oscillator is particularly well studied, introducing a standard quantum limit to measurement precision [5] that has important consequences for gravitational wave detection [6, 7] and other precision optomechanical sensors [8, 9] , and allowing feedback cooling towards the quantum ground state [10] [11] [12] .
In the usual regime in which the rotating wave approximation (RWA) is taken for both the measurement and interactions with the environment, continuous measurement localizes the position and momentum of the mechanical oscillator equally [12, 13] . This precludes the generation of non-classical states. Furthermore, even approaching the ground state requires a measurement rate that exceeds the thermalization rate of the oscillator [14, 15] . This has so far precluded the demonstration of ground state cooling at room temperature.
It has been understood for some time that sufficiently strong measurements can break the symmetry between position and momentum, allowing the preparation of quantum squeezed states of an isolated oscillator [16] , and generating macroscopic entanglement in a gravitational wave interferometer in the free-mass limit [6, 7, 17] . Here, we consider this problem in the general case for an oscillator that is in contact with a thermal bath. By applying an optimal estimation formalism that is valid outside the usual rotating wave approximation, we derive analytical expressions for the variances and covariance of the conditional state prepared by linear measurement. These expressions apply for arbitrary measurements and for mechanical systems ranging from the free mass limit of gravitational wave detectors to high frequency mechanical oscillators.
We find that quantum squeezed states can be prepared, and derive analytic criteria for the parameter regimes where this is possible. Our results show that quantum squeezing persists, even outside both the quantum backaction dominated regime and the regime of quantum coherent oscillation (QCO), where it has commonly been viewed that quantum dynamics are not possible [18] [19] [20] , and that the squeezing is highly robust to both temperature and detection efficiency. Strikingly, the requirements are greatly relaxed, even compared to those usually required for ground state cooling. Using parameters already achieved in a range of optomechanical devices [21] , we predict that quantum squeezing is possible for macroscopic low frequency oscillators at room temperature. This provides a pathway to practical quantum enhanced mechanical sensors and the possibility for tests of macroscopic quantum mechanics in a new regime.
We consider an optomechanical system consisting of an optical cavity and a mechanical oscillator, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Light enters the cavity, interacts with the mechanical oscillator, and receives a phase shift proportional to the mechanical position, which is read out using homodyne measurement. Due to complementarity, the light also disturbs the momentum of the oscillator. Here we compute the effects of the light interaction beginning with a canonical description of the light by the dimensionless amplitude and phase quadratures, x and y, respectively, and the mechanical oscillator by the dimensionless position and momentum, q and p. We normalize the variance of the zero-point fluctuations to unity, leading to the commutation relations [x, y] = [q, p] = 2i. The linearized Hamiltonian, represented in a frame rotating on resonance with the cavity [13] , is:
Here Ω is the mechanical resonance frequency, g is the optomechanical coupling rate boosted by the coherent amplitude of the intracavity field. When weakly coupled to a thermal bath of temperature T with bath phonon occupancy n th ≈ k B T / Ω 1 [22] , the observables in Eq. tion [13, 23] :ẋ
where Γ and κ are the mechanical and optical energy decay rates, respectively; x in and y in refer to the optical vacuum noise inputs; and p in is a thermal noise operator whose power spectral density is S pinpin = 2n th + 1. The mechanical position q is imprinted on the optical phase quadrature, allowing the mechanical state to be characterized via phase measurement, while the optical amplitude quadruature is imprinted on the mechanical momentum, introducing measurement backaction. We solve the equations of motion in the steady-state via Fourier transforming, with the convention F (ω) = ∞ −∞ f (t)e iωt dt. In addition, we restrict the analysis to the unresolved-sideband regime (κ Ω), where the cavity field adiabatically follows the oscillator and the input, so that the optical cavity can be approximated to have flat frequency response.
The phase quadrature of the output optical field is given by the input-output relations y out = y in − √ κy [24] . Detection of that quadrature yields a photocurrent Y = √ ηy out + √ 1 − ηy in , where we have included the detection efficiency η and an additional vacuum noise input y in to model the effect of imperfect detection. This effects a linear, continuous measurement of the mechanical position. The measured optical quadrature Y (t) satisfies the commutation relation [Y (t), Y (t )] = 0 [25] and therefore can be measured with arbitrarily high accuracy in principle [5] . As a result the measured signal can be treated classically, allowing us to employ classical filtering to estimate the mechanical position by q est = H(t) Y (t) [26] . The optimal choice of the filter H(t) to minimize the mean-square estimation error is the Wiener filter.
The causal Wiener filter for the estimate of the position of the oscillator is [26] :
where the cross spectral density is defined by
Y and only has poles and zeros in the lower half of the complex plane. [...] + denotes the causal part of the function. In general, any function may be separated into the sum of its causal and anti-causal parts [26] , which can be decomposed by factorising the poles of the denominator into the upper and the lower halves of the complex plane and finding the partial fraction decomposition. Expanding Eq. 3 using this procedure, we find the filter function:
where
As a result, this optimal filter can be seen as a combination of χ (ω) and its time-domain derivative, −iωχ (ω).
The susceptibility is peaked at a resonance frequency Ω = 16ηΓ 2 Cn tot Ω 2 + Ω 4 1/4 , with a decay rate Γ = −2Ω 2 + Γ 2 + 2Ω 2 1/2 , where we have introduced the optomechanical cooperativity C = 4g 2 /Γκ and the effective total occupancy n tot = n th + C + 1/2 . As the optomechanical cooperativity increases, both Ω and Γ grow, so the filter function approach a constant in a broad spectral range from DC to the resonance frequency Ω . This behaviour is visualized in the frequency domain in Fig. 1 (b) .
The analogous filter function for momentum can be derived from Eq. 3 with the replacement q → p. In terms of the position filter H(ω), the causal Wiener filter for the momentum is −iωH(ω)/Ω.
In the case of linear quantum measurements, a continuously observed system can be fully described by a Gaussian conditional state [28, 29] . The appropriately filtered measurement record then allows for the calculation of the first and second moments of the observables of the quantum system. These moments form a complete description of the Gaussian quantum state. In this case the average values of position and momentum are zero. The position variance of the conditional state is [30] :
where δq(t) = q(t) − q est (t). Using the momentum filter function similarly furnishes the momentum variance V δpδp . The covariance C δqδp is [30] :
For our Wiener filter, these expressions can be simplified to
From Eqns (7), it can be seen that four dimensionless variables describe the entire behavior of the system; they are the thermal occupation n th , cooperativity C, measurement efficiency η, and quality factor Q = Ω/Γ. The purity of the conditional state is given by P = 1/ |V|, where the covariance matrix is:
The determinant of the covariance matrix can be shown to satisfy |V| ≥ 1, ensuring that P ≤ 1 as required for any physical quantum state.
For the limiting case of ηCn tot Q 2 , the purity of the state can be simplified to P = ηC/n tot . For unity detection efficiency, the conditional state approaches a pure quantum state once the measurement rate µ = CΓ exceeds the thermal decoherence rate Γ de = n th Γ. The other limiting case of ηCn tot Q 2 reproduces known results previously obtained using the RWA [12, 13] , where the measurement extracts an equal amount of information about the position and momentum, so that V δqδq = V δpδp and C δqδp = 0, and ground state cooling is achieved for C n th . Outside the regime of validity of the RWA, the covariance is Eq (7c) can be shown to be non-zero, and the position and momentum are correlated. As a result, there exists an optimal rotated quadrature with minimum variance. This optimal quadrature is given by
where the optimal angle θ = −arctan(Ω/Γ )/2. This angle varies monotonically with C, and approaches limiting values as C → 0 or C → +∞. In the former case Ω/Γ 1, and the angle approaches -π/4. Conversely, in the latter case Ω/Γ 1, so that it is close to 0. In this case, the measurement can be seen as tending towards a projective position measurement, where the conditional state approaches a position eigenstate as might be anticipated in the strong measurement limit. We find that a relatively fast transition of the optimal angle occurs between these two limiting cases at around ηCn tot ∼ Q 2 .
The variance of the optimal quadrature is shown as a function of C and n th in Fig. 2 (a) with unity detection efficiency. Here the bath is fixed at room temperature so that an increase in n th corresponds to a decrease in the mechanical frequency. It can be seen that the conditional states fall into three broad categories, corresponding to variances larger than, equal to, or less than unity. These are depicted in red (thermal), white (ground), and blue (quantum squeezed) respectively. As we show below, these categories can be further subdivided into a total of five distinct measurement regimes (I-V) based on the interplay of C, n th , and Q. The boundaries between each regime are shown as black dashed lines in Fig. 2 (a) .
In regions I and II of Fig. 2 (a) the measurement is weak enough that multiple periods are required to resolve the mechanical motion [12] . Consequently, the conditional state remains essentially symmetrical and is wellapproximated by the RWA result; for low C the variances are thermal but reduced below n th (region I), whilst in the backaction dominated regime (C n th , region II) they saturate to the ground state variance. These regions correspond to the usual physics studied in quantum estimation and feedback cooling of an oscillator [10, 11] , where preparation of non-classical states such as squeezed and Fock states is not possible.
Reducing the variance further requires moving into a regime where the RWA is no longer valid i.e. where the bandwidth of the resolved mechanical motion exceeds the mechanical frequency. We see three new measurement regimes emerge in this case (regions III-V in Fig. 2 (a) ): region III exhibits classical squeezing, region IV exhibits impure quantum squeezing, and in region V the state of the oscillator approaches a pure quantum state in the limit of perfect detection efficiency. Wigner distributions of the conditional states for representative points in Fig. 2 (a) are computed using the covariance matrix (Eq. 8), and shown in Fig. 2 (b) . These correspond to a thermal state (region I), ground state (region II), thermal squeezed state (region III) and quantum squeezed state (region IV).
By taking the appropriate limits of Eqs. 7, expressions for the boundaries between the regions can be found. We find that the boundary between region III and IV occurs at C ∼ n for C n th , as applies across most of the boundary. Achieving a pure quantum squeezed state (region V) requires that the cooperativity be increased until the measurement backaction overwhelms the thermal noise (C n th ), with C ∼ n th corresponding to the boundary between regions IV and V. The boundary between regions I and III and between II and V correspond to the transition between validity and invalidity of the RWA. We find that the cooperativity is given by C ∼ Q 2 /n tot on this boundary. Note that the right-hand side of this expression depends on C, through n tot . This implicit dependence can be removed by observing that C n th for the majority of regions II and V, in which case the boundary becomes C ∼ Q 2 /n th . Conversely, the boundary is simplified to C ∼ Q by observing that C n th for the majority of regions I, III and IV. The condition ηCn tot Q 2 has a simple physical interpretation in the frequency domain, as the regime where the measured PSD exceeds the shot noise at DC. This is also the regime at which the bandwidth of the resolved mechanical motion exceeds the mechanical frequency.
Notably, both region IV and a portion of region V lie outside of the quantum coherent oscillation regime. That is, quantum squeezing is possible even when Q < n th (or equivalently Qf < k B T /2π , with f = Ω/2π). This inequality is satisfied everywhere to the right of the white dot-dashed line in Fig. 2 (a) . The presence of quantum squeezing in this regime violates a widely accepted 'rule of thumb' in the optomechanics literature that quantum phenomena can only be observed when the thermal noise is sufficiently weak that the mechanical oscillator remains coherent for many mechanical cycles, i.e. when Qf is much larger than k B T /2π [18] [19] [20] . Being able to generate conditional squeezing with Q/n th 1-outside of the QCO regime [31] -significantly relaxes the experimental requirements for harnessing room temperature quantum effects.
Furthermore, region IV of Fig. 2 (a) shows that quantum squeezing can even be achieved outside of the backaction dominated regime. In fact, the measurement strength required to achieve quantum squeezing decreases at lower mechanical resonance frequencies even though this increases the thermal bath occupancy. As a result, continuous measurement and estimation provide an avenue towards the conditioning of non-classical states of low-frequency oscillators with requirements significantly relaxed compared to other techniques. For example, pulsed or dual-tone measurements both require C > n th to prepare non-classical states [14, 15] . By contrast the protocol presented here only requires C > n th (Q/n th ) 2/3 . For example, for a room temperature mechanical oscillator with quality factor of 10 5 and resonance frequency of 100 kHz, the required cooperativity is relaxed by a factor of (n th /Q) 2/3 ∼ 70. Indeed, the required optomechanical measurement rate, µ = CΓ, is highly insensitive to the mechanical decay rate and bath occupancy, scaling to the power of one third with both parameters. Since these parameters are typically much degraded at room temperature compared to cryogenic conditions, this is an attractive property for room Optimum variance of the conditional state for different measurement efficiencies (η) at fixed temperature T = 300 K and cooperativity C = 5 × 10 3 as a function of n th , with and without the RWA. Detection efficiencies are 1, 0.1 and 0.01 from dark to light colors. The grey shadow indicates variance smaller than unity. temperature quantum optomechanics.
The contrast between the non-RWA solution given here and the RWA is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Here we consider a fixed measurement strength (C = 5 × 10 3 ) and temperature (T = 300 K ), and plot the optimal conditional variance of the non-RWA (solid lines) and the RWA (dashed lines) solutions as a function of the thermal occupancy for several different measurement efficiencies (η). Beginning in the backaction dominated regime n th /C 1, and in the regime of validity of the RWA (ηn tot C Q 2 ), we see both solutions predict a constant variance 1/ √ η as expected. As the thermal occupancy increases and the system moves out of the backaction dominated regime the variances increase in both cases. Further increasing the thermal occupancy, the RWA solution predicts the conditional variance will increase monotonically. By contrast, the full solution predicts that the optimal squeezed variance will reach a peak at around C ∼ Q 2 /ηn th , before reducing and eventually becoming squeezed below the level of the zero-point fluctuations. This counter-intuitive effect hinges on the fact that both thermal and backaction noise couple directly to the oscillator's momentum, which takes a finite time to affect its position. The optomechanical measurement rate therefore need not be faster than the total thermal heating rate, but only the rate at which noise couples into the position. As a result, there is a regime for which it is advantageous to move to a lower mechanical resonance frequency when attempting to condition a quantum squeezed state. Furthermore, it is seen in Fig. 3 that the protocol is able to produce a quantum squeezed state for any detection efficiency, albeit at the penalty of a higher requisite cooperativity. However, lower detection efficiency results in a more impure state. The purity asymptotes to √ η in the backaction dominated regime.
To explore the experimental feasibility of our scheme, we consider the experimental parameters in a spiderweb double disk device [21] which has low mechanical frequency Ω/2π = 694 kHz and high single photon coupling strength g 0 /2π = 152 kHz at room temperature. The required intra-cavity photon number to satisfy C > n 1 3 th Q 2 3 , and therefore condition a quantum squeezed state, is only 2 × 10 4 , which should be experimentally realizable.
In summary, we have theoretically explored continuous oscillator position measurement outside the rotating wave approximation and including interaction with a high temperature bath. We show that in the regime where the rotating wave approximation is invalid, quantum squeezing can be generated and that this can be achieved outside of the backaction dominated regime. This significantly relaxes the requirements to generate quantum states of macroscopic, low frequency oscillators at room temperature.
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